Iron Immortals Dungeon World Primer
The names of the old kingdoms are long forgotten. There are references to continents and
kingdoms in the old world, but all of those histories have fallen into legend. Now, the island
which holds all of known civilization carries the name the Originals gave it, Promise.

Principles:
Game Master’s Agenda:
Portray a fantastic world - Promise seems like a low-magic world until its secrets are revealed.
Not all wonder comes from magic.
Fill the characters’ lives with adventure - Adventure is the core of the game. Whatever bad
things happen, there is always an opportunity for adventure.
Play to find out what happens - This is a sandbox rather than a rollercoaster. Put the
machines of change in place and give them a push.

Player Agendas:
Work your contacts - Iron Immortals is a game about people rather than objects. Don’t expect
answers in musty tomes, find the the people who hide the answers.
Shake the tree and see what falls out - Be confrontational, get in peoples’ faces. People
should know who you are. Go where you are not supposed to go.
Get hurt - Characters grow through failure and pain. Don’t be afraid of getting roughed up.
Come at them sideways - You are small. But your enemies are large. To create change, you
need to ruin their day because you can’t ruin their year.
Play them against each other - Let them fight. You can make big changes by playing factions
against each other.

Character Creation Rules:
Meta-humans: All players are human. No one has ever heard of an elf, dwarf, orc, etc. Picking
a background adds additional moves which reflect your cultural upbringing, not your species.
Magic: Magic is a fiction. All spells are alchemy and require material components. Instead of
“Forgetting” a spell you run out of components and you will need to mix more. (Alchemical
concoctions lose potency quickly.)
Divine Magic: There is no divine magic in Iron Immortals. There are many religious doctrines
among the nations of Promise, but no god grants mortals supernatural powers. That said,
alchemy is its own kind of magic and - in a sense - its own kind of god. Alchemy is capable of
much more than mere chemistry can explain.

The Geography and Climate of Promise
Promise is a large island dominated by a central mountain range: Division. The tallest mountain,
Krag, is visible from all parts of Promise. Division splits the island into three distinct plains, each
dominated by one of the three major nations of promise: The Empire of Promise, The University,
and The Enlightened. The northern plains of the Empire are cool and wet with occasional winter
frosts. The south-eastern marshes of the University are warm and moist for most of the year.
The marsh winters are mild enough to allow for a nearly year-round cultivation of the
University's staple crops: beans and rice. The south-western plain, however, is almost
incalculably arid. Even a few hundred years ago, it was a thriving savannah, but it has grown
into a vast and unforgiving desert.

Two other geographical features define the national landscape of Promise. The
north-western branch of the Division is known as the Soaring Scar. A set of mountains and
boulders float over a vast abyss called “The Rift”. The Soaring Scar predates the settlement of
Promise, and closer study is impossible due to the monstrous inhabitants: The Raptors. These
massive, bird-like creatures cultivate a breed of beetles and glow worms within massive nests
built atop Iron Wells.
The north-eastern branch of the Division is equally deadly. Dominated by the Verdwood
and its deadly, walking trees, this branch is almost completely impossible to traverse for trade or
transport. There are other Walkwoods like the Verdwood on the continent, but none rival its size
or activity. Any wood which has never been seen to spring into motion is called a “Stillwood.”
The mild ocean weather has led many foolish sea-captains to their deaths. The ocean
around Promise is riddled with many and shifting Iron Sinks. These are sinkholes over
underwater Iron Wells. The water from the wells is much less dense than sea or freshwater. Iron
Water is so thin that most sailors cannot keep afloat in it, and cargo-laden ships will often fall
straight to the bottom. Ships that do risk ocean travel never do so past the Soaring Scar. The
raptors protect the ocean around their territory as strictly as they do the flying mountains
themselves.
Iron Wells present the most persistent mystery of Promise’s strange geography. Iron
Wells are deep pools of water seated at the base of clean, stone caverns. These wells have
been found at all altitudes, and many appear to go deep enough to mix with the water table. All
Iron Wells are surrounded by one or more great iron statues: the Immortals. The Immortals - for
the most part - are identical, featureless statues of humans. They never rust, and attempts to
harm or move them have all failed. No one knows the significance of the Iron Immortals, but the
water they guard is not normal by any means. Iron Water provides no sustenance. Giant Glow
Worms dip their long tendrils into the iron water and drink up orange candlelight creatures which
flit below the surface.

The Empire
The Empire of Promise claims to be the oldest and most traditional of the governments
of Promise. From his throne in Kuninforge, the emperor rules a purely feudalistic society that is
slowly adapting to their relatively recent central position in international trade. Knights rule over
their fiefdoms with absolute authority, but they bend their bodies and lend their soldiers to the
service of a variety of knightly orders. Above them all, the emperor rules. His rare edicts are law,
and the Order of Weights assures that taxes keep the imperial court living in comfort.

Government and Society
The emperor may grant or repeal hereditary titles and associated lands to anyone in his
empire. These people carry the title of Lord, and they may grant the title of knight to as many
people as will accept the responsibilities. Many knights are granted parcels of land, but many
newer knights are simply granted a salary. Knights and Lords have absolute authority over their
lands, though most employ a steward to manage the land itself. Peasants live in a state of
Serfdom. A vast majority of peasants are villeins - bound to provide services, produce, and
taxes to their lords - and the rest are slaves with a tiny minority of free peasants acting as
merchants or farmers. Many peasants are conscripted into the soldiering life where they may
also excel to find their fortunes in the misadventures which follow.
Druids
Druids are an ancient and secretive society found in small numbers all over the empire.
The druids believe that all life originates with death, and that the cycle of life and death must be
kept in balance in order to maintain the seasons of harvest. Druids act as advisors to almost all
lords and can be found traveling from farm to farm performing animal sacrifices to maintain the
fertility of the soil.
Druids live somewhat outside the laws of the empire. When a druid is accused of a
crime, the druids convene to decide on a punishment. Often, the accused is merely sent to a
distant part of the empire or they are sent to meditate on their action in the Verdwood. On rare
occasions, the crime is deemed unforgivable and the sentence is death. Such executions are
loud and public.
Since druids recruit almost exclusively from the peasantry - and recruits must surrender
all familial ties - they garner a lot of support from landless peasants. While druids primarily take
children into the order, older dedicants have been selected from people of all ages. Druids are
seen as something between religious figures and peasant heroes.
Marriage and Property
The empire supports multiple marriages among landed families. Contracts will often
stipulate whose children will assume titles and salaries should a spouse die and if any of the
families involved in a marriage should trade land or assets. Such contracts - when overseen by

the appropriate lords - can even result in people without titles holding ownership of land, though
these parties cannot then pass on or sell this land themselves.
Lords decide who their title passes to when they die. If no heir has been selected - or the
will is otherwise unenforceable - the title passes to the Lord’s first spouse, then through spouses
in order of marriage. Should no spouse be able to take on the title, then it falls to the children of
the marriages in order of birth. Though - it is common when no heir is formally designated - the
emperor may dictate who will inherit a title or even divide up a title.
Marriages among peasants are neither recorded nor enforced by any official agency.
Though peasant marriages tend to mirror their landowners, they serve only a social and no legal
function. House, field, and military work hold no gender associations within the empire, and the
raising of very young children falls into the category of house work.
Knightly Orders
All knights are members of some knightly order. These orders dictate what purview of
responsibilities the knight may oversee, and what duties they may be required to perform.
There are three major orders of knighthood and several minor ones. While a knight may be a
member of more than one order, there are no knights currently serving in multiple major orders.
The Order of the Sky oversees the defense of the Westwall from the raptors of the Soaring
Scar. Primarily, knights of the sky oversee the training and outfitting of troops, the development
of new anti-raptor weapons, and the maintenance of the architecture of the wall itself. Most
knights of the sky are masters of martial prowess against raptors and their monstrous bug
companions, but some knights, like the Grand Engineer and the Grand Architect, are never
called to see battle. These “grounded knights” dedicate all their time to development of new
technologies and strategies.
The Order of the Wood defends against incursions from the Verdwood and leads forays to
scavenge precious alchemical ingredients from within. Knights of the wood maintain no
fortifications and regularly relocate their war camps based on advice from their woodhunters,
and their druid advisors. The order of wood travels with many strange war machines designed
to fight the larger monstrosities which burst forth from the Verdwood, but they know that the
trees are learning.
The Order of Weights has only existed for a century, but it has risen to international prominence
as the sole provider of trustworthy currency. The weightmen originally formed as a means of
collecting taxes from lands which were either too remote to transport food or which produced
industrial goods and knowledge which could not be transported. Since then, the coins minted by
the order - weights - have become the standard currency throughout Promise. Each coin is
stamped by the weightman that authorized it, and the “enforcement battalion” takes
counterfeiting seriously.
Weightmen may be found living in every nation and traveling with every caravan. They
are as ubiquitous as greed.

Rumors
The Dark Order
Whispered tales tell of black-clad villains dragging away peasant families to act as
human sacrifices in secret rituals. The rumor holds that it is a secret order of druid knights
appointed directly by the emperor. No one can confirm the disappearances or even the
existence of the organization, but peasants on the eastern boundary look up at every late-night
noise and delayed arrival with the words: “perhaps they’ve been taken by the Dark Order.”
The Iron Sentinels
The statues by the Iron Wells change over time. Some grow features and others lose
them. The Sentinels catalog these changes and pass the stories along their network. Their
chronicles attempt to track what causes the changes and whether they can be influenced.
They’ve learned that there are even wells hidden deep within the Verdwood and the Soaring
Scar; perhaps these hold the key to unraveling the secrets of the Iron Immortals.
The Weightless
Pageant caravans sponsored by knights, lords, and even the emperor are commonplace
throughout the empire. The pageants decry the natural laziness of the peasantry and highlight
the noble sacrifices of the lords and knights defending the empire. However, a new caravan has
been reported performing unsanctioned plays. These “Weightless” tell tales of the corruption of
of the knightly orders and of the Order of Weight in particular. Their favorite target is the immoral
cruelty of charging interest. When asked who their patron is, the Weightless give out clearly
fictitious names. They do have a patron, though. If they don’t, who is supplying all the guards
which protect their performances?

The Enlightened
A collection of trade families formed a vibrant society at the edge of the great southwest desert.
The desert was a savannah at the time, and the river was plentiful with fish. It was at the Iron
Well near this trade route that the Enlightened discovered how to create the N
 ectar. Nectar
changed everything, and soon the trade families gathered and formed Brilliance, the city of light.
Over the centuries, the trade families coalesced into the dynasties we know today. Brilliance, a
city alone in a vast desert, supports the only sovereign location of the Enlightened, though they
maintain a House of Assurance in every city and town on Promise.

Government and Society
The reliance on the Nectar drives all aspects of Enlightened society. With enough N
 ectar, the
old may be made young, and even the most cancerous patient may be revived to health.
Barring physical trauma, Enlightened are functionally immortal. Many of the oldest Enlightened
remember the last war hundreds of years ago. Many in the Dynasty of Assurance claim to know
the man that developed the original N
 ectar a
 ll those centuries ago.
Criminal Justice
Death is strictly forbidden in Enlightened society. Since the development of the Nectar,
Enlightened have discovered that death is an unnecessary aberration in the cycle of life. Much
as disease is to be cured from the healthy, death is to be cured from healthy society.
The Dynasty of Justice oversees the capture of criminals and enforcement of contracts.
Sentencing is handled by the Dynasty of Service. Sentences come in three forms: reparation,
servitude, and exile.
Reparation is a common punishment for inter-dynasty crimes. the dynasties agree on a
monetary value for the crime, and the offending dynasty agrees to pay a fee to the wronged
dynasty.
Servitude is by far the most common punishment. Service assigns a number of days of service
that the criminal must serve and that criminal reports to the local Dynasty of Service disciple for
assignment before sunrise each day. Since servitude is a common form of payment to the
Dynasty of Assurance, many of the houseless spend whole years in servitude at a time.
Exile is an incredibly rare punishment reserved for the worst crimes or for those that refuse to
serve. When an Enlightened is Exiled, their face is branded to show that they may no longer
partake of the light. They may never receive the blessing of Assurance, and their coin and
goods are no longer accepted at Enlightened shops. Exiles are doomed to a death by old age
and disease.
Marriage and Property
Marriages among the houseless are rarely recorded. Only the dynasties keep track of their
intermarriage and the contracts governing them range from pedestrian to byzantine. Any
dynasty marriage results in the husband or wife officially joining the dynasty of the other. This

transition is permanent even in the event of a divorce. Given the longevity of the Enlightened,
this often leads to people marrying out of and then back into their original families. Traditionally,
dynastic marriages include and exchange of property and often contain contracts of servitude or
trade as well.
Unwanted pregnancy is incredibly rare in Enlightened society. Even one dose of Nectar will
cause fetuses in the first two months of pregnancy to reabsorb and later stage fetuses will
miscarry. The youthening brought on by Nectar use does not mix with the creation of new life. In
order to carry a child to term, a woman must elect to abstain from the Nectar for the duration of
the pregnancy.
Children are the property of their mothers until the child reaches the “age of light”. Children are
immune to the Nectar until they reach an age between seventeen and twenty. Children are
tested at the House of Assurance using a pin prick test to see if the Nectar stops their bleeding.
If they pass the test, they are immediately adults and take their owners name if it is offered. It is
common for houseless families to sell their children to dynasties in the hopes that the children
will have a better life in a dynasty family.
Child mortality is unexpectedly high in Enlightened life. Enlightened medical technology is
entirely dependent on the Nectar. As such, foreign doctors are in high demand as pediatricians.
Many of these doctors find themselves residing comfortably at Houses of Assurance and most
Dynasties employ pediatricians to travel with their children until they reach the age of light.
Dynasties
The ruling families of the Enlightened are called “Dynasties”. Though they do have family
names, the dynasties are often described simply by their monopoly.
The Board of Dynasties convenes every full moon to negotiate matters of city or nation-wide
importance. While these meetings are private, their full content often becomes common
knowledge shortly after the doors open. Each meeting leads directly into a Moonlight Ball where
the richest and most influential members of the dynasties drink, party, and cavort. Many people
joke that the real decisions of the board are made during these wild parties and that more than a
few important deals have been struck not over the board’s table but rather deep under the bed
sheets.
The Speaker of the Light is elected by members of the board on a semi-annual basis. There are
no term limits, but there has yet to be a long-standing leader. The Speaker of Light has some
authority to take emergency actions and to authorize transactions on behalf of the state, but
they mostly exist to make speeches and be a recognizable figurehead to be seen by the more
authoritarian nations of Promise.
The current speaker, Vasili Princep, has held the position for three years and seems to mostly
exercise his powers to pick up men and women alike to attend private parties at his estate.
The Dynasty of Assurance operates the Houses of Assurance all over Promise. At the Houses
of Assurance, any Enlightened may purchase Nectar e
 ither in exchange for weight or servitude.
These houses also function to provide shelter for those less fortunate, though this, too, is in
exchange for servitude.

Assurance also produces the Nectar i tself at cultivation facilities built around Iron Wells.
The Dynasty of Service directs servants, keeps rolls of servitude, and provides service masks
for all servants serving outside dynasty houses. (Dynasties provide their own masks and
uniforms.) Service Masks are chitinous or ceramic masks with silk veils which are then glued to
the servant’s face using Dayglue: an alchemical concoction which acts as a glue only as long as
the sun is visible in the sky.
Service earns an enormous amount of profit by charging for access to servants, though they
often do pro-bono work directly for the Board of Dynasties.
The Dynasty of Defense, though Founded centuries ago for conducting warfare, is almost
entirely dedicated to fighting raptor incursions into Enlightened territories. Raptors show great
interest in both Nectar and the Iron Wells, and that keeps the Dynasty of Defense busy year
round.
The Dynasty of Defense has been led by the same leader for centuries: General Zaria Rog. She
was the leader that struck the peace during the last war centuries ago, and she has dedicated
herself to a process of capturing and releasing raptors who attack Brilliance.
The Dynasty of Justice, led by High Regulator Iskra Skala, sees to the enforcement of laws and
contracts. The “Regulators” of Justice employ physical force to keep people in line and can be
regularly found pouring Nectar into the mouths of poor fools that took too many hits from a
truncheon. Their justice is as brutal as it is feared.

Rumors
The Dynasty of Leverage
Most Enlightened know about the existence of the Dynasty of Leverage - it does occupy a seat
on the Board - but few know its purpose. Leverage has no bloodline; its members are recruited
rather than born or married in. Leverage has members in every dynasty and even among the
houseless. In a culture without war, Leverage maintains the peace through kidnapping and
extortion. Scattered throughout Brilliance, Leverage keeps foreign hostages in custody as
insurance against hostile actions from other nations.
No one knows who the representative of Leverage is. They wear a servant mask during board
meetings and disappear shortly after. Judging by skin color, sex, and build, the representative
changes with every meeting. This speaks to leverage’s possibly vast membership.

The Night Servant
A phantom haunts the halls of the dynasties. Wrapped in servant uniform and mask, the Night
Servant stalks the halls of the dynasty houses long after the dayglue would have worn off. Long
held responsible for a variety of pranks, vandalism, and thefts, the Night Servant has escalated
to violent assaults and even murder. Justice has had no luck finding the assailant or assailants,

and some have even proposed that the Night Servant is either a genuine phantom or and agent
of Leverage. Both would be equally hard to stop.
The Dynasty of Necessity
In a land where no one dies, who is committing ritual murders near the Iron Wells? Unlike the
terror attacks of the Night Servant, these killings appear merciful and the word “Necessary” is
painted out in blood. Most of the “Necessary” killings are of large animals, raptors and croxiboar,
but some are people. Some are even dynasty members.

The University
To the South-East, a beacon of knowledge shines. The University was founded by the man that
learned to purify the water that flows from Everlake. He chose to give that knowledge freely to
all the people of Promise. He was called foolish, but the goodwill he earned from that act
allowed him to build a city state of his own. Though he is long dead, The University is his
legacy. They value and guard all knowledge, but they no longer give it freely. They have learned
many secrets, and one of them was the art of trade.

Government and Society
University society is broken down into three distinct classes: faculty, trade, and labor. There is
little upward mobility from trade to faculty, and promotion from labor is nearly an unheard of
practice. Labor produces goods from the fields, mines, and quarries of the university’s lands.
Tradespeople study at the campus and earn certification from faculty. They then apply these
certifications to direct labor or applied trades in exchange for scrip from the bursar’s office.
Faculty receive a steady salary and housing as they teach and conduct research. Faculty, and
the deans in particular, are the only members of the university to be paid in weight.
Marriage and Property
The letter of the law protects property rights equally for all members of university society. In
application, it is property rights which keep the classes of university society impermeably
separate. Marriage and births are overseen by social work tradespeople, and these records are
rigorously kept at all levels of society. Salaries and certifications are given to an individual,
however, debt is applied to families. As such, debt is automatically guaranteed by all members
-even unborn members - of any family.
Debt is the core method for keeping the lower classes in their place. All tools and knowledge of
their use are considered university property. Tradespeople, when they give direction or grant
tools to laborers, always mark the value of the debt. This is added to that labor family’s
permanent record. Anyone with outstanding debt may not accept weight and must instead be
given scrip in exchange for services. Any transactions at the university store must always be
accompanied by a payment towards a family’s debt.
To a lesser degree, tradespeople are also indebted for their certifications, but payments from
the bursar’s office always exceed this debt. As such, tradespeople do slowly gain access to
weight whenever they are out of debt.
Current university theories propose the two-parent families with children operate at the highest
efficiency, so these structures are highly encouraged among the labor class. Other classes are
offered more flexibility, and some social work districts have been designated as “alternative
arrangement zones” where other family structures are mandatory.

The Council of Deans
All aspects of university life are dictated by the Council of Deans. Each “school” of the university
has a dean, and these deans set the curriculum and class sizes for their certificates. In addition,
deans may dictate how and where the tradespeople make use of their certificates. Refusing
these orders is considered a breach of contract which can be met with the cancellation of a
certificate as well as financial punishments.
Deacon Ambrose Valentine is the current Deacon of the university. The deacon, or “dean of
deans”, sets the meeting schedule for the council of deans as well as assigning staff to any
university offices outside the usual jurisdictions of the schools. The deacon’s office rises and
falls with each administration, but Deacon Valentine is considered to be one of the most
powerful deacons in university history. This power is largely credited to his relationship with the
Office of the Bursar.
The Dean of Research determines which projects in the other departments get research
assistants. The dean may propose no new research themselves, but they do assign resources
to the other departments. The Dean of Research is widely regarded as the most powerful dean
within the University itself. The current dean of research, Felicity Agathon, has been leading a
push towards approving larger numbers of certification for research assistants as she works to
cultivate more research overall. She’s even requested the right to form research teams of her
own, but she has remained silent about the purpose.
Dean of Communication and Humanity, Bertram Hackle, oversees the development of music
and theatre for their use to keep the Humanity in check. Recognizing that despair and
resentment are common among the farmers of the fields, Bertram is also tasked with
maintaining “The Invisible Gardeners”: a strike force with the authority to silence discord
wherever it crops up.
The Office of the Bursar used to fall under the now-defunct School of Applied Economics. When
a scandal revealed deep-seated corruption within the faculty of that school. Deacon Valentine
dissolved the school and placed the office of the bursar directly under the council’s control.
Despite the culling of their numbers that followed, the remaining bursars are loyal to Deacon
Ambrose. He let’s them approve their own salaries.

Rumors
The True Originalists
Calling their members “Truthseekers” this organization is convinced that the story of Origin is a
carefully crafted lie designed to hide some hideous truth. Truthseekers believe that human life
began on Promise, and they seek to find the reason for the lies of Origin. The True Originalists
are obsessed with finding ancient archeological sites in and around the caverns holding the Iron

Immortals. They know that the ones nearest civilization are completely ruined by modern
interference. They instead focus on the ones held by the Vresh and the Raptors.

The Smiling Swordsman
A masked vigilante disrupts the flow of good moving into the University grounds. He wears
simple clothes, but he conceals his identity with a bandana emblazoned with a smiling mouth.
The swordsman’s speed and seeming omnipresence has lead many to assume he is an
organization of people - rebels - intent on disrupting University society. If it isn’t an organization,
few at the University wish to comprehend what kind of creature it may be.

Sap Runners
The medicine men of the labor class deal a powerful concoction: “Sap”. Sap can make a man
strong, sap can restore youth, and sap can purge the mind of fear. When placed under the
tongue, sap fills a sapsucker with euphoria and confidence. The recipe for sap is a closely,
guarded secret, but one thing is widely known about its ingredients: they come from the
Verdwood.
Sap Runners live in a place in society between criminals and heroes. Sap is a peasant
medicine. It’s use is a protest against the authorities of the University. That said, sap addicts
become hooked and are often the victims of extreme extortion that drives them to desperate
acts.

Minor States, Flora, and Fauna
Kragsmoth
The independent nation of Kragsmoth with its population of only a few hundred people resides
on a plateau halfway up Krag. The plateau contains a lake, some arable land, and a stillwood.
The one road into and out of Kragsmoth now passes through a small segment of the Verdwood,
but this was not always the case. Kragsmoth was founded as a small mining town a century ago
by immigrants from all the major nations. Only in the last two years has the Verdwood expanded
to cover the one road out of the town. Kragsmoth trade caravans are treated with great respect
wherever they arrive. Not only do they pass through the Verdwood with minimal violence, but
their caravan guards wield weapons of seemingly unbreakable steel.

Verdwood and the Vresh
The walkwoods of the land are patrolled by massive willows, oaks, and maples armed with
crab-like claws mixed into their roots. These “Vresh” will even march out of the woods in
organized sorties to expand the boundaries of their woods. No walkwood is as active or varied
as the Verdwood. Verdwood attacks have included creatures never seen before of since;
creatures constructed for single battles then never used again. Most incursions target Iron
Wells, but some launch deep into Empire and University territory to steal specific people. The
Vresh appear, their trunk splits open to reveal a giant maw, and a froglike tongue drags the
intended target away.
In these kidnappings, only the best are lost and the wicked are spared. Truly, the Vresh are a
pestilence that must be eradicated.

Raptors of the Soaring Scar
The Soaring Scar predates human presence on Promise, and the raptors seem to have been
present there all along. They build massive nests high up in those flying mountains and even
build their spires in the ocean. Within these stone and mud nests, they cultivate a species of
giant beetles which they will sometimes carry with them into battle. Raptors can fly even when
carrying much more than their own body mass. Raptor feathers are highly sought after as an
alchemical ingredient as they - when properly treated - can enable objects to be made lighter
than air.

Domesticated Animals
While the nations of promise have domesticated many animals some stand out above the rest.

Great Cranes stand as one of the proudest accomplishments of the University. Though a course
of selective breeding and intense training, The University has created a breed of massive riding
cranes based on the marsh cranes of the southeast. While most riders are too heavy to allow
the cranes to fly while mounted, elite “Windriders” patrol vast swathes of the University lands on
daily patrols.
Croxiboar are the preferred labor animals of all the nations of Promise. These oxen-sized
beasts have spiked ridges running down their scaly backs. Their omnivorous mouths will gladly
take a bite out of any animal which annoys them. Only the Enlightened have managed to train
them for battle. Croxiboar cavalry are rare in brilliance, but are a common tool for caravan
guards.
Tegu fulfill many of the same roles as hounds in earth’s medieval societies, hunter, guard,
shepherd, and companion. These loyal, quick, lizard like creatures come in many varieties the
most prized of which are known for their kind purrs and adhesive feet.
Scythe Tortoises are native to the swamps surrounding the University. Used to assist with the
harvest.

